APTU Annual Meeting 16 March 2017 – Thameslink response to
Questions & Answers
APTU Presentation content
Timetable 2018 update

We will be happy to share draft timetables with user groups in due course (and before
the start of the phase 2 consultation) where we have the opportunity to do so. I realise
that groups are keen to see the detail however there are still some outstanding issues
that we need to address before this can happen otherwise we risk raising expectations
which could potentially change.
‘Poorly’ trains: West Hampstead / Kentish Town terminations

Termination of 12-car 1W93 at Kentish Town on 14 February 2017
Jon Fenn has confirmed that the instruction to run the train into platform 3 at KTN for
fitter's attention came from the signaller at WHPSB who was directly in touch with the
driver. The decision was made as a result of the failure of one of the train's two
VCBs (vacuum circuit breakers) when passing through the Graeme Park neutral section.
The train passed through WHP at line speed before it was thought necessary to
terminate the train before entering the core.
The train was subsequently terminated at KTN as there was concern as to whether the
second VCB might fail in the core, particularly when changing from AC to DC current at
ZFD.
Jon assured me that the team in the ROC would never detrain customers at KTN unless it
was an emergency, as they are aware of the lack of accessibility between platforms.
Driver numbers – the very latest

Included in presentation
Christmas 2017 / New Year 2018
 The latest on the slab track works / impact
 Any plans for Thameslink Programme related blockades – eg at Blackfriars

We have a big one this Christmas, London Bridge commissioning.



Central London will be blocked from 0100 Saturday 23rd December to 0400 on
Tuesday 2nd January. There is some dispute as to what we will be running south
of the block but we will be running between Bedford and St Pancras Low Level.
East Midlands train will also be impacted by a Fast Line block at Kentish Town
from 0020 Saturday 23rd December to 0545 Tuesday 2nd January. They will run a
reduced service overall but will call at Bedford.

APTU Note: We are hearing that the above is still being finalised, so is subject to
change.
East Midlands Trains vs Thameslink: Prioritisation when one service delayed

Covered by Network Rail
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APTU Note: This needs further follow up, lobbying and campaigning – it is on our list
Latest improvement plans by station


St Albans: Footbridge, Station Building, Tactical Crowding activity (plats 2/3), Cycling &
Pedestrian Safety

In presentation
Class 700s – the latest on the improvement programme

In presentation
KeyGo for non-season ticket holders – latest on introduction (including launch date)

To be covered by Dave Walker, Head of Revenue Development, at Stakeholder Forum on
21 March
APTU Note: At the Stakeholder meeting, Dave gave an end of May date for the first
role out of the product – this will cover GTR day tickets without a Railcard.
Extensions to add Railcard coverage and extend to cover TfL destinations will then
follow.
Key Go will offer a contactless bank card like Post Pay system – tap in / out as you
travel during the day, the system will then work out the lowest cost ticket(s) for the
journeys you make and bill your credit card. More detail in the Stakeholder
presentation.
Disruption options – Bus alternatives (including acceptance, what to do if refused et al)

GTR have agreements for ticket acceptance at times of disruption to our train services as
follows:
Metroline
84 and 84A between Potters Bar Station and St Albans City Station and vice-versa
Uno
602 between Hatfield Station – St Albans City Station – Radlett Station – Bushey Station –
Watford High St Station and vice-versa
653 between Hatfield Station and St Albans City Station and vice-versa
Arriva Southern Counties (Local depot is in Stevenage)
300, 301, 724 between Hatfield station and St Albans City Station and vice-versa
724 between Watford Junction Station and St Albans City Station and vice-versa
100, 101 between Stevenage Station and Luton Station Interchange and vice-versa
Arriva the Shires Midlands (Local depot is in Luton)
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757 between Luton Station Interchange, Luton Airport Terminal and Victoria Buckingham
Palace Road and vice-versa
321 between Watford Junction Station, St Albans (St Peter’s Street), Harpenden (The
George) and Luton Station Interchange and vice-versa
Note that to activate Arriva services, our Service Delivery Centre in Three Bridges phones
the relevant Arriva control room. Arriva buses do not yet have cab radios or any other
form of immediate communication with their control rooms. All their drivers should have
been briefed to accept our TL or GN route train tickets as soon as shown, on the basis that
no-one is going to voluntarily divert from using the train if the service is running as
scheduled.
If a bus driver refuses to accept a valid train ticket as authority to travel, first suggest that
the driver contacts their control room (at Stevenage / at Luton – as appropriate) for
confirmation that ticket acceptance has been requested. If the driver remains
intransigent, then purchase a bus ticket and claim it back when claiming Delay Repay by
attaching a scanned copy of the bus ticket.


Is there anything that can be said on use of taxis and reimbursement?

Our website and the National Rail Enquiries website show recommended alternative
routes at times of disruption to our services. If this advice is followed and there are no
connecting service buses because it is late at night (e.g. from Hatfield to St Albans) please
check with a member of the station staff, as there may be rail replacement buses en
route. If there are none, a taxi can be authorised. In that circumstance our staff would
endeavour to obtain
Radlett SFRI – latest progress
 Any update on analysis to confirm that TL off peak 10 trains per hour1 & EMT 6 can
operate with Radlett traffic
 Progress (or lack of it) on negotiating deal with Segro for dive under and gauge works

Network Rail to provide answers
APTU Note: So far as I am aware, nothing has changed since our newsletter of 23
February. We will continue to follow up.
£300m Network Rail improvement works – latest

Refer Network Rail presentation
Storm Doris (and the like): How the industry prepares and responds

Refer Network Rail presentation

1

4 Wimbledon loop – St Albans, 2 Luton – Rainham & 4 Brighton/Gatwick – Bedford
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APTU questions
On Board the Train
Toilets
As my questions about lavatories went unanswered last time, could I have priority this time? Is
there any Thameslink on train lavatory which can produce soap, hand water, and hot air all at the
same time? The worst combination is to get soap all over your hands only not to be able to wash
it off. Wouldn't it be easier to have lower tech equipment that works? Wouldn't it be better for
the controls to be consistent between the different types of unit? NM note: As regards TL alone,
no particular response needed for the last query on consistency (as this is not a TL responsbility,
but as a more general, nationally relevant topic, a useful question as to whether some of these
sort of things should be standardised

Full details of the toilets specified for the Class 700 trains supplied by Siemens, who are
also responsible for them being maintained in full working order, are attached to the
covering email.
APTU Note: Refer to www.aptu.org.uk/pdfs/siemenstoiletspecification.pdf (warning:
19 pages)
Water and consumables (soap, toilet paper) are replenished daily (or more frequently
during turn-around cleaning) and the controlled emission toilet tanks are emptied as
scheduled.
I'd like to know the statistics for the relative failure rate of the old- and new-style on-board toilets
(and what sanctions are applied by DfT when toilets are unavailable).

I’m awaiting information on this from colleagues in Fleet.
APTU Note: We will monitor for a response.
The old ones (at least on 319s) were in pairs (so there were two on each 4-car unit) and had
hinged doors. The new ones are much larger, because they have wheelchair access, but there
are therefore only half as many, and they have automatic sliding doors. NM Actually, the

changes are more subtle – For instance, I think that comparing 3 * 387 with a 12 Car
Class 700 leads to a net reduction of 1 toilet – but critically, there is now only 1 toilet
suitable for a wheelchair user (previously 3).
The number of toilets on each train and the ratio of wheelchair accessible toilets to nonwheelchair accessible toilets is as specified by the DfT. The wheelchair accessible toilet is
aligned to the location of the dedicated wheelchair spaces on each train.
My impression is that the new ones are more prone to failure - possibly because of the
doors. Even if they are not, the same failure rate on a reduced number of toilet compartments
means that there is a proportionate reduction in the availability of this important facility.
This may be an example of new technology leading, in practice, to a loss of service to
passengers. As recent media coverage of an incident involving a paralympic athlete on a Cross
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Country train has illustrated, there is no point in making facilities fully accessible in theory if they
are not maintained in working order at all times so that their availability can be relied upon.

Totally agree. Awaiting information as to what requirements Siemens need to comply
with.
APTU Note: We will monitor for a response. This is definitely an issue – on the Class
700 I travelled on today, 4 of the 5 toilets were out of service (including the disabled
one).

Ticketing
Oyster vs Cash Ticketing
It relates to passengers who use Oyster PAYG on Thameslink and who have National Rail
railcards.
If they have registered their railcards with TfL, they should automatically receive discounted fares
when travelling at times when Railcards are valid. But this does not happen in the evening peak,
even though there are no Railcard restrictions in force (and the discount is available when buying
an ordinary ticket).
So, to give you a concrete example, if I travel from Zone 1 to Zone 6 between 16.00 and
19.00 on a weekday, Oyster PAYG charges me £6.20, but at the ticket office the price is only
£4.70.
Use of Oyster PAYG has been promoted with an assurance that it is always cheaper (or at
any rate no more expensive) than cash fares. But in the specific circumstances I am
concerned about, this is not the case.
Anyone using the TfL Fare Finder on line will discover, if they scroll down through lots of small
print, a sentence reading "If making a single or return journey including travel between 16:00
and 19:00, Monday to Friday, National Railcard holders may find that a discounted cash fare
is cheaper." So the discrepancy is not technically secret. But I suspect that most Oyster PAYG
users have no reason to be aware of it - as was the ticket clerk at Blackfriars this week who saw I
had an Oystercard in the same holder as my railcard and asked me why I was bothering to buy a
ticket from him.
The situation is further complicated by the fact that how much Oyster PAYG users are actually
charged depends on what other journeys they have already made that day, and therefore how
close they are to the daily cap. So it is also possible for them to be charged less than the cost of a
regular ticket.
From the passengers' point of view, the situation is a lottery, and I think it is unreasonable to
expect them to be able to calculate on each occasion which is the better ticketing option.
I'd like to know how this anomaly in the PAYG system has arisen or, more particularly, whether
GTR has remonstrated with TfL about it.

This is an issue which will have to be taken up with TfL, as we are required to operate
under their Oyster fare structure and rules regarding Railcard discounts. You may wish to
consider consulting London TravelWatch.
APTU Note: we have asked whether there has been dialogue between Thameslink
and TfL.
-----
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Availability of off peak tickets. At St Albans one often hears barrier staff tell passengers that off
peak tickets are not available until after 09.30. But this is untrue; off peak tickets are available on
and from the 09.29 up slow train. This means that they're available, in effect, AFTER the 09.18 up
fast. Could this please be corrected?

The first fast off-peak train to London departs at 0933 and arrives at St Pancras
International at 0951. It is true that the 0929 is also an off-peak train but it does not
arrive at St Pancras International until 1003 as it calls at all stations. The vast majority of
passengers wish to travel on the first fast off-peak service so broadcasting that the 0929
– just 4 minutes earlier – can be used would be unhelpful. Anyone who wishes to travel
to a station between Radlett and Kentish Town inclusive is directed to the 0929 ‘all
stations’ service.
Arising from the above, it is not easy to buy an off peak ticket from a machine in good time for
the 09.29 up slow or even the 09.33 up fast. Are the machines mistakenly adjusted to after
09.30, rather than after 09.18? Also, some of the machines at the side entrance to St Albans
station are set at slightly different (but always awkward) times. Could these machines please be
adjusted to be more consistent, convenient and flexible? NM supplement (1): I recollect Stuart
was going to get it changed so Off Peak tickets could be bought at any time – any news?

All the Ticket Vending Machines at St Albans City have been set to offer off-peak tickets
to London from 0919.
APTU Note: We recollect there was a plan to changing it so they were sold at all times
– has this been abandoned or is it still under consideration?
NM supplement 2: Is there any Southern / GTR view on this:
https://twitter.com/FairFaresNow/status/839065773113032704 and is some work going to be
initiated to reorder (I don’t think I fully agree with the recommended order: for instance I’m not
sure I’d give quite so much prominence to off-peak singles…)

APTU Note: We have nudged Thameslink on this one.
----Previously emailed [] mentioned to me the other day that, holding an off-peak ticket (return St
Albans to London TL) he went to the ticket office to ask to pay a supplement to return in the
evening peak, and was sold a Radlett to St Albans single – in his case with the LACON price
reduction at £1.90. For me, it would need to be full fare at £3.80.
Is this the official approach to being able to travel in the evening peak with an off-peak ticket? It
seems to me it should be unless there is another cheaper approach – the ticket conditions (for
London TL to St Albans tickets) allow a break of journey.
Further, if you have a Day Travel Card, the train does not need to stop at Radlett, as NCoT Clause
14.2 does not require this to happen if one of the tickets is a zonal ticket; whereas if you are
travelling on a point to point ticket (eg Harpenden to London Thameslink), then the train will
need to stop at Radlett for the ticket to be valid.
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The action taken by the ticket clerk was correct and the correct fare was charged.
Customers holding a point-to-point Off-peak Day Return ticket need to purchase a single
ticket from Radlett to their station of origin.
In the event that a customer had purchased an Off-Peak Day Travelcard a single ticket
from Boundary Zone 6 to the station of origin (e.g. St Albans City) would be required.
Regardless of whether the original ticket was an off-peak point-to-point or an Off-Peak
Day Travelcard, the customer can travel on a fast train.

Delay Repay
Usability
The application form asks the passenger to state the advertised arrival time of the delayed
train. But most of the advertised times are departure times. Is this fair to passengers when it is
fairly obvious that the unpublished arrival times at stations (such as Blackfriars) can be several
minutes earlier than the irrelevant departure times. The impact on delay repay claims is obvious.

London Blackfriars is the only station on the Thameslink route which has an extended
dwell time for some services and this is to allow for driver changeovers. Please continue
to use the times shown in the timetable for Delay Repay claims.

Stations
Luton
Are there any plans to install lifts at Luton station so that disabled people can gain access to the
platforms?

We are working with Luton Borough Council to support their development of a Master
Plan for a phased station redevelopment. It will include a new footbridge and step-free
access to all platforms.
Toilets
Do Thameslink have any proposals for improving the miserable station lavatories at Blackfriars,
City Thameslink and St Albans City?

The planned station redevelopment at St Albans City includes the introduction of new
public toilets on platforms 1 and 4 and the removal of the present toilets on the island
platform 2/3.
The concerns expressed about the toilet facilities at London Blackfriars and City
Thameslink stations have been forwarded to the Facilities Manager.
APTU Note: We will monitor for a response.
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Disruption
321 Bus
During periods of disruption on Thameslink, I understand that our tickets are valid on the 321 bus
service between Watford, St Albans & Luton. What is being done to ensure that the bus drivers
fully co-operate with this policy?

Note that to activate Arriva services, our Service Delivery Centre in Three Bridges phones
the relevant Arriva control room. Arriva buses do not yet have cab radios or any other
form of immediate communication with their control rooms. All their drivers should have
been briefed to accept our TL or GN route train tickets as soon as shown, on the basis that
no-one is going to voluntarily divert from using the train if the service is running as
scheduled.
If a bus driver refuses to accept a valid train ticket as authority to travel, first suggest that
the driver contacts their control room (at Stevenage / at Luton – as appropriate) for
confirmation that ticket acceptance has been requested. If the driver remains
intransigent, then purchase a bus ticket and claim it back when claiming Delay Repay by
attaching a scanned copy of the bus ticket.
Skip stopping
For example, waiting for a fast Gatwick train at W Hampstead, the train skip-stopped W
Hampstead leading to a 40 minute delay getting there.
Or (quite often) a train gets to Bromley South and then runs nonstop to Sevenoaks with almost
no warning. The staff generally aren't good at making clear announcements when this
happens. There may sometime be a case for this if the next train is just a short distance behind,
but I'm sure it's mainly all about massaging the performance figures.

This was covered in detail in Jon Fenn’s presentation, when he explained the reasons why
skip stopping can be implemented. Every missed stop is counted as a cancellation for
which we are penalised.
NM note: This is much less about the individual decision and much more about policy: A 40 minute
delay getting to Gatwick is likely to be stressful ….

Further dialogue with Jon and his team, including meetings and visits to the ROC, will
help to make the decision making process more transparent and more customer focused,
with improved communication.

Communications
General
Having commuted from Harpenden for over 30 years, I have seen numerous challenges
(snow, lines down etc.), but I would say that although with technology the standard of
information, especially when there are cancellations and delays, has, of course, improved,
but it still falls short - there is room for further improvement, both for passengers and for
the benefit of smooth running for GTR.
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From my observations over recent months, I do believe that the platform staff at City
Thameslink in the evenings try very, very hard to do their best in terms of announcements
and smooth despatch - congratulations to them.
Printed mini-timetables
What is the policy on displaying mini-timetables in station booking halls? At some stations (eg
Harpenden), there are none on display

Following this observation, Sam Bowler has asked that each station keeps them racked.

Thameslink Programme
Service reliability
1. Will it really be possible to get 24 trains per hour through the Thameslink core,
including short dwell times especially at core stations and co-ordinated arrivals into the
core? NM note: The last point is the key one .. I am not that worried about a Class 700
operating normally, but on-time arrival at the edges, handling issues (eg slow with
luggage) and many others are major issues …
2. With the requirement for short dwell times especially at core stations and co-ordinated
arrivals into the core in order to get 24 trains per hour through the Thameslink core, what
planning has been done to achieve this, and when will you begin working towards the
slick operation required? NM note: See above ….
3. Current and recent shortcomings that mitigate against slick operation include:
- inadequate announcement of non-standard running: including changed stopping
pattern, short formation, delays to 2nd and 3rd trains;
- still occasional software faults: next station, doors not opening and (once recently)
wrong announcement of short platform;
- sometimes the driver seems the last person to be told of changed stopping pattern,
hence conflicting announcements;
- balance of staff open to question, eg at Harpenden: one (then not always) making
announcements, but as a generalisation (with some exceptions) several standing around
talking to one another to little obvious advantage to commuters or GTR - in the morning
barrier staff on West side have poor knowledge of how the trains are actually running;
- northbound trains from the core during evening peak arriving out of sequence; and
- variable stopping positions: class 700 stops slightly forward of other classes stopping
points marked on platform edge (not only, but most noticeable at City Thameslink).
Covered by Phil Hutchinson.

Class 700s
General
I fully understand that GTR were not responsible for the specification of the class 700
trains, but:
- hard seats;
- narrow seats;
- no Wi-Fi;
- buggy software glitches;
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- inadequate grab rails especially around door areas; and
- swinging door to first class not self-closing and oddly does not fill the door space. NM
note: One of the view hardware faults (failure to self close …); I understand it doesn’t fill
the door space for airflow reasons
APTU Note: We have nudged Thameslink on the self-closing door.
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